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Foster McCollum White & Associates and Baydoun Consulting 2010 to 2012 Public 

Opinion Polling Accuracy Analysis  
 

Foster McCollum White Baydoun (FMW)
B
, a national public opinion polling and 

voter analytics consulting firm based in Michigan and representing the combined 

resources of Foster McCollum White & Associates (Troy Michigan) and Baydoun 

Consulting (Dearborn Michigan), is releasing the following key findings and report on 

our joint public opinion polling projects and the reliability of our statistical analysis and 

polling construct model.  

 

Our industry is an evolving industry with the constant pace and need for 

information about voters, consumers and businesses is growing at a rapid rate. Firms that 

are in a continuous state of business process improvement are the firms that will continue 

to identify the models for studying the various audiences and interpreting data in 

coherent, logical and ethical manners. Over the past month, a number of political 

campaigns and industry operatives have challenged our polling methodology, statistical 

sampling models and analytic constructs. Persons have cited our use of historical election 

statistics versus exit polling as a model that will produce results that are skewed towards 

a particular partisan preference.    

 

The key principals at (FMW)
B
 decided to review the independent and media 

partnership polling studies that we have conducted from the Michigan Primary election of 

2010 through the Michigan Primary election of 2012 ( a total of nine elections) and the 

comparable election data from those completed election cycles. Our goal was to assess 

our polling methodology, statistical sampling models and analytic constructs to determine 

our reporting accuracy and effective in our model across the topline aggregate data and 

geographical cross tabular data. We have compiled direct election statistics for each 
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election cycle to measure the direct correlation between our poll respondents’ desired 

selections and the actual election selections.  

 

In the following nine elections, we have reviewed our independent polls: 

 2010 Michigan Democratic Gubernatorial Primary. 

 2010 Michigan Gubernatorial Campaign for the General Election. 

 2010 Michigan Attorney General Campaign for the General Election. 

 2010 Michigan Secretary of State Campaign for the General Election. 

 2010 Michigan Statewide ballot proposal two Campaign for the General Election. 

 2012 Michigan Republican Presidential Primary. 

 2012 Michigan 14
th

 Congressional District Democratic Primary. 

 2012 Michigan 13
th

 Congressional District Democratic Primary. 

 2012 Michigan Republican United States Senate Primary. 

 

Our poll findings have correctly identified the winning candidates, order of placement 

and geographical, political voting region and congressional district winning candidates 

with a very high level of statistical accuracy. Our predictive outcome modeling for 

determining the course of each election is a relevant and reliable model, one of a number 

of sound models for conducting statistically reliable and ethical public opinion polling. 

We believe that our previous predictive analysis history and our continuing business 

process improvement model will allow us to continue a high level of accuracy and data 

reliability for the 2012 General election cycle and future election cycles. We also believe 

our statistical modeling process adds another critical dynamic to the evolving industry of 

market analysis, analytics and public opinion polling.  

 

While it is unfortunate that some would seek to diminish the work of two Michigan - 

based small businesses, we believe this stands as an opportunity for us to review our 

models and best practices and determine our effectiveness as businesses. We believe the 

following snapshot of our key comparable findings and our detailed accuracy report 

demonstrates that (FMW)
B
 is committed to providing unbiased and quality market 

research and analytics products for our customers, the media and the general public at 

large. We also are and will remain committed to the open disclosure of our methodology, 

respondent demographic and geographic data and all other key factors for analysis, 

commentary and feedback. We strive to adhere to the principles and standards of the National 

Council on Public Polls and the American Association for Public Opinion Research in the 

gathering and reporting of polling data. 
 

For additional information or details, please contact Eric Foster, Tarek Baydoun or 

Jacqueline McCollum at the phone numbers listed above or visit 

www.fostermccollumwhite.com.            

 

http://www.fostermccollumwhite.com/
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Michigan Democratic Primary Governor’s Contest  

July 29, 2010 
 

FMW & Baydoun Consulting conducted a state-wide poll on the Michigan Democratic 

Governor’s primary on July 29, 2010. Our sample survey was 1,648 registered and most 

likely Democratic primary voters who self declared that they already voted or were 

certain or likely to vote in the August 3
rd

 Democratic primary for Governor of Michigan. 

The margin of error for this polling sample is 4%. We have made no weighting 

adjustments to the aggregate baseline responses. Our respondent demographics matched 

our PBVA demographic models with a variance ratio of 5%. 

 

FMW & Baydoun Consulting Polling Accuracy – Michigan Democratic Governor’s 

primary 

 

The FMW & Baydoun Consulting polling model was extremely accurate when 

comparing the aggregate and geographical cross tabular groups.  

Our election poll results were:  

 

(Virg Bernero):     49.9% 

(Andy Dillon):      21.8% 

 (Undecided):      28.3% 

 

Bernero margin in the FMW & Baydoun Consulting poll was 28.80 points. 

 

The primary was held on August 3, 2010. The final results are listed below:  

Virg Bernero:     58.83% 

Andy Dillon:      41.47% 

Bernero margin of victory in the Democratic Primary was 17.36 points.  

 

Our data model suggested that Speaker Dillon would win a minimum average of 66% of 

the undecided voters and Speaker Dillon won 69.51% of the undecided voters. Our 

polling findings for Mayor Bernero’s lead among the aggregate voting universe and 

geographical cross tabs were statistically accurate. We correctly projected that Virg 

Bernero would win all six geographical regions of Michigan.   
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Michigan November General Election Polling Study for 

Governor 

October 11, 2010 

 
FMW & Baydoun Consulting conducted two state-wide polls on the Michigan 

Governor’s General election contest on October 11
th

, 2010. The survey was of registered 

and most likely voters, equally pre-weighted towards Democratic and Republican voter 

percentages and Independent voters. 2331 Respondents participated in the survey; the 

margin of error for this polling sample is 2.03%. We have made no weighting 

adjustments to the aggregate baseline responses. Our respondent demographics matched 

our PBVA demographic models with a variance ratio of 5%. 
 

FMW & Baydoun Consulting Polling Accuracy 

 

The FMW & Baydoun Consulting polling model was extremely accurate when 

comparing the aggregate and geographical cross tabular groups.  

Our election poll results were:  

Total Rick Snyder     53.88% 

Total Virg Bernero     32.52% 

Another Candidate or undecided:    13.60% 

Snyder’s margin in the FMW & Baydoun Consulting poll was 21.36 points. 

 

The General election was held on November 3, 2010. The final results are listed below:  

Total Rick Snyder     58.11%  

Total Virg Bernero     39.90% 

Other Candidates:      1.99% 

Snyder’s margin of victory in the November General election was 18.21 points. 

 

Our polling findings for Rick Snyder’s lead among the aggregate voting universe and 

geographical cross tabs were statistically accurate. We correctly projected that Virg 

Bernero would only win the Major Democratic 6 county cluster and that Snyder would 

win 43% of the vote in this heavy Democratic voting counties (43.27% poll results and 

43.64% actual voter totals). We correctly projected Snyder would win all six 

geographical regions of Michigan, the Major 17 counties cluster group, Major 

Republican 7 counties cluster and the Major swing 4 counties cluster which are the 

bellwether indicator for every Michigan general election. Our polling results were within 

less than 1 point of the margin in the Thumb region of Michigan, Central region of 

Michigan, Republican 7 counties cluster and swing 4 counties cluster in Michigan. 
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Michigan November General Election Polling Study for 

Attorney General 

Secretary of State 

Michigan Ballot Proposal 2 
October 7, 2010 

 

FMW & Baydoun Consulting conducted a state-wide poll on the Michigan Attorney 

General, Secretary of State and Ballot Proposal 2 for the November 2010 General 

election on October 7
th

, 2010. The survey was of registered and most likely voters, 

equally pre-weighted towards Democratic and Republican voter percentages and 

Independent voters. This study produced included 2,282 respondents. The margin of error 

for this polling sample is 2.05%. We have made no weighting adjustments to the 

aggregate baseline responses. Our respondent demographics matched our PBVA 

demographic models with a variance ratio of 5%. 

 

FMW & Baydoun Consulting Polling Accuracy – Attorney General Contest 

 

The FMW & Baydoun Consulting polling model was extremely accurate when 

comparing the aggregate and geographical cross tabular groups.  

Our election poll results were:  

Total Bill Schuette      49.30% 

Total David Leyton      25.79% 
Another Candidate or undecided:     24.92% 

Schuette’s margin in the FMW & Baydoun Consulting poll was 23.51 points. 

 

The General election was held on November 3, 2010. When all of the ballots were 

counted, the final results are listed below:  

Bill Schuette       52.59% 

David Leyton       43.48% 

Other Candidates:       3.94% 

Schuette’s margin of victory in the November General election was 9.11 points. 

 

We correctly projected that Bill Schuette would win all five of the six geographical 

regions of Michigan and the Major 17 counties cluster group. Our polling results for 

Schuette’s victory margin were within less than 1.5 point of the margin in the Northern 

Lower Peninsula region of Michigan and Central region of Michigan. 
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FMW & Baydoun Consulting Polling Accuracy – Secretary of State Contest 
 

The FMW & Baydoun Consulting polling model was extremely accurate when 

comparing the aggregate and geographical cross tabular groups.  

Our election poll results were:  

Total Ruth Johnson     52.89% 

Total Jocelyn Benson    46.66% 

Another Candidate or undecided:    0.50%   

Johnson’s margin in the FMW & Baydoun Consulting poll was 5.94 points. 
 

The General election was held on November 3, 2010. The final results are listed below:  

Total Ruth Johnson     50.68% 

Total Jocelyn Benson    45.22% 

Other Candidates:      4.10% 

Johnson’s margin of victory in the November General election was 5.46 points. 
 

Our polling findings for Ruth Johnson’s victory margin over Jocelyn Benson and their 

individual percentages of voter support were all within the overall margin of error. We 

correctly projected that Benson would win the Southeastern Michigan region. We 

correctly projected Johnson would win the other five geographical regions of Michigan. 
 

FMW & Baydoun Consulting Polling Accuracy – Constitutional Amendment 

Proposal 2 
 

The FMW & Baydoun Consulting polling model was extremely accurate when 

comparing the aggregate and geographical cross tabular groups.  

Our election poll results were:  

(Vote YES for Proposal 2):     62.11% 

(Vote NO for proposal 2):     14.18% 

(Undecided):       23.30% 

(Will not vote for this ballot proposal):    0.42% 

The “Yes on 2” margin in the FMW & Baydoun Consulting poll was 47.93 points. 
 

The General election was held on November 3, 2010. The final results are listed below:  

Vote YES for Proposal 2    74.91% 

Vote NO for proposal 2    25.09% 
The Yes side’s margin of victory in the November General election was 49.82 points. 
 

Our polling findings for the “Yes on 2” victory margin were within a two point variance 

for the overall victory margin and three of the six geographical margins. We correctly 

projected the “Yes on 2” side would win all six geographical regions of Michigan and the 

Major 17 counties cluster group. 
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Michigan February Presidential Primary Election Polling Study for 

Republican Nominee 

February 27, 2012 
 

Foster McCollum White & Associates and Baydoun Consulting conducted a telephone-

automated polling random survey of Michigan registered and Most Likely Republican 

Primary voters to determine their voting preferences for the 2012 February Presidential 

Primary Election. This 5-question automated poll survey was conducted on February 27, 

2012. 1,359 Respondents who self-identified that they were certain or likely to participate 

in the Primary election participated. The margin of error for this polling sample is 2.66% 

with a confidence level of 95%. 

 

FMW & Baydoun Consulting Polling Accuracy – Republican Presidential Primary 

 

The FMW & Baydoun Consulting polling model was extremely accurate when 

comparing the aggregate and geographical cross tabular groups.  

Our election poll results were:  

 

Mitt Romney:          37.90% 

Rick Santorum:         35.76% 

Ron Paul:           9.12% 

Newt Gingrich:         8.31% 

Undecided:          8.90% 

Romney’s margin in the FMW & Baydoun Consulting poll was 2.14 points. 

 

The primary was held on February 28, 2012. The final results are listed below:  

 

Mitt Romney:          41.10% 

Rick Santorum:         37.87% 

Ron Paul:           11.63% 

Newt Gingrich:         6.53% 

Other candidates:         2.88% 

Romney’s margin of victory in the February Primary was 3.23 points. 

 

We correctly projected the following election winning occurrences: 

 Eleven (11) of the 14 Congressional Districts. 

 Southeastern Michigan, Southwestern Michigan and Thumb Region of Michigan.  

 The major 17 county cluster and each sub group (Major Democratic 6, 

Republican 7 and Swing 4 counties). 

 The Next 7 County and Other 59 County cluster. 

 Wayne, Oakland and Macomb Counties 
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Our polling model correctly identified two of the four Congressional districts that 

swung based on Election Day turnout, the 1
st
 and 13

th
 Congressional Districts. Both of 

those districts swung from Mitt Romney to Rick Santorum. We also correctly identified 

the battleground important of the 5
th

 Congressional district. Our final poll found that the 

district was tied at 41.77% for Romney and Santorum. Romney won the 5
th

 

Congressional District by 452 votes. That margin ultimately prevented Rick Santorum 

from winning the majority of delegates in Michigan by having won 8 of the 14 

Congressional districts. 

 

Our polling findings for also identified the gap of support among Catholic voters for 

Rick Santorum. The Republican Catholic voting base is heavily centered in Southeastern 

Michigan. This gap proved to be fatal to the Santorum campaign. Our analysis below 

highlights the missed opportunity for Rick Santorum, a Roman Catholic, with catholic 

voters. If Santorum had been able to move 8 points of support among catholic voters in 

Wayne, Oakland and Macomb Counties, he would have been able to potentially win 

Michigan by 1,142 votes.  

 

Counties 

Santorum 

(loses 

Catholic 

Vote 43% to 

37& as 

consistent 

with State 

Average) 

Actual votes 

Romney 

(Wins 

Catholic 

Vote 43% 

to 37& as 

consistent 

with State 

Average) 

Actual 

votes 

Actual 

Margin 

of defeat 

for 

Santorum 

 

Counties 

Santorum 

(Wins 

Catholic 

Vote 45% 

to 35% in 

these 3 

counties 

only) 

Romney 

(Loses 

Catholic 

Vote 

35% to 

45% in 

these 3 

counties 

only) 

Margin 

of defeat 

for 

Santorum 

Shift 

of 

votes 

Wayne 38,890 48,498 -9,608 

 

Wayne 44,500 42,888 1,612 5,610 

Oakland  42,465 74,030 -31,565 

 

Oakland  49,340 67,155 -17,815 6,875 

Macomb 30,218 37,838 -7,620 

 

Macomb 34,293 33,763 530 4,075 

Net total 111,573 160,366 -48,793 

 

Net total 128,133 143,806 -15,673 16,560 

          
Other 80 

Counties 265,580 248,765 16,815 

 

Other 80 

Counties 265,580 248,765 16,815 

 
Statewide 

Total 377,153 409,131 -31,978 

 

Statewide 

Total 393,713 392,571 1,142 
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Michigan 14th Congressional District Democratic Primary Election 

Exclusive Polling Study for Fox 2 News Detroit 

July 23, 2012 
 

Foster McCollum White Baydoun (FMW)
B
 conducted a telephone-automated 

polling random survey of Michigan registered and most likely August 2012 primary 

election voters in the 14th congressional district to determine their voting and issue 

preferences on the Democratic Congressional nomination. 685 respondents fully 

participated in the survey. The margin of error for this polling sample is 3.74% with a 

confidence level of 95%. We have made no weighting adjustments to the aggregate 

baseline responses. Our respondent demographics matched our PBVA demographic 

models with a variance ratio of 5%. 
 

(FMW)
B
 Polling Accuracy 

 

The (FMW)
B
 polling model was extremely accurate when comparing the aggregate and 

geographical cross tabular groups.  

Our election poll results were:  

 

Current Democratic Congressman Gary Peters:    45.11% 

Current Democratic Congressman Hansen Clarke:    26.72% 

Southfield Mayor Brenda Lawrence:    9.64% 

Former State Rep. Mary Waters:       1.17% 

Retired Magistrate Bob Costello:      0.29% 

Undecided:         17.08% 

Congressman Peters’ margin in the (FMW)
B
 poll was 18.39 points. 

 

The primary election was held on August 7, 2012. The final results are listed below:  

Current Democratic Congressman Gary Peters:    47.03% 

Current Democratic Congressman Hansen Clarke:    35.18% 

Southfield Mayor Brenda Lawrence:    13.29% 

Former State Rep. Mary Waters:       3.33% 

Retired Magistrate Bob Costello:      1.17% 

Congressman Peters’ margin of victory in the August Primary election was 11.85 points. 

 

Our polling findings were very accurate for Congressman Peters’ aggregate support 

percentage and key geographical cross tab groups. Our poll findings found that 

Congressman Peters’ had the following support: 

 Southwestern Oakland County region – 73.98% poll support to 77.77% actual 

election voter support 

 Southeastern Oakland County region – 46.78% poll support to 46.47% actual 

election voter support 
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 Near Detroit Suburbs communities – 52.78% poll support to 50.82% actual 

election voter support 

 Wayne County region – 33.06% poll support to 33.53% actual election voter 

support 

 Detroit region – 28.42% poll support to 29.19% actual election voter support  

 

We also correctly projected that Congressman Peters would win all Oakland County 

voting regions and the Near Detroit Suburbs voting region of Wayne County and that 

Congressman Clarke would win the Detroit region and Wayne County region of the 13
th

 

Congressional District. 
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Michigan 13
th

 Congressional District Democratic Primary Election 

Exclusive Polling Study for Fox 2 News Detroit. 

July 21 and July 22, 2012 
 

Foster McCollum White Baydoun (FMW)
B
 conducted a telephone-automated 

polling random survey of Michigan registered and most likely August 2012 primary 

election voters in the 13
th

 congressional district to determine their voting and issue 

preferences on the Democratic Congressional nomination. 643 respondents fully 

participated in the survey. The margin of error for this polling sample is 3.84% with a 

confidence level of 95%. We have made no weighting adjustments to the aggregate 

baseline responses. Our respondent demographics matched our PBVA demographic 

models with a variance ratio of 5%. 

 

(FMW)
B
 Polling Accuracy 

 

The (FMW)
B
 polling model was extremely accurate when comparing the aggregate and 

geographical cross tabular groups.  

Our election poll results were:  

 

Current Democratic Congressman John Conyers:    48.21% 

State Senator Glenn Anderson:      20.68% 

State Representative Shanelle Jackson:      4.51% 

State Senator Bert Johnson:      2.33% 

Westland School Board member John Goci:    2.02% 

Undecided:         22.24% 

Congressman Conyers’s margin in the (FMW)
B
 poll was 27.53 points. 

 

The primary was held on August 7, 2012. The final results are listed below:  
 

Current Democratic Congressman John Conyers:    55.28% 

State Senator Glenn Anderson:      18.14% 

State Representative Shanelle Jackson:      12.53% 

State Senator Bert Johnson:      9.98% 

Westland School Board member John Goci:    3.84% 

Congressman Conyers’s margin of victory in the August Primary election was 37.14 

points. 

 

Our polling findings for Congressman Conyers’s lead over Senator Anderson and 

his opponents and their individual percentages of voter support were all consistent with 

the actual election results. We correctly projected that Congressman Conyers would win 

the Detroit region and Senator Anderson would win the Western Wayne and Major 14 

cities in the district. We also correctly projected the order of finish of all five candidates 

in the Democratic primary. 
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Michigan’s U.S. Senate General Election matchup, Republican Primary, 

and State House of Representatives Exclusive Polling Study for 

Fox 2 News Detroit. 

July 28, 2012 
 

Foster McCollum White Baydoun (FMW)
B
 conducted a telephone-automated 

polling random survey of Michigan registered and most likely November 2012 General 

election voters to determine their voting and issue preferences on the United States 

Senate potential general election match-ups, the US Senate Republican nomination. 1,046 

respondents fully participated in the survey. 656 respondents filtered to the Republican 

US Senate Nomination ballot test question. The margin of error for this total polling 

sample is 3.03% with a confidence level of 95%. The margin of error for the respondents 

who filtered to the Republican Nominating Ballot Test section is 3.83% with a 

confidence level of 95%. 

 

(FMW)
B
 Consulting Polling Accuracy 

 

The (FMW)
B
 polling model was extremely accurate when comparing the aggregate and 

geographical cross tabular groups.  

Our election poll results were:  

 

Former U.S. Congressman Pete Hoekstra:   39.76% 

Republican Cornerstone Schools Founder Clark Durant: 23.59% 

Another candidate:        15.31% 

Undecided:         24.04% 

Hoekstra’s margin in the (FMW)
B
 poll was 16.17 points. 

 

The primary election was held on August 7, 2012. When all of the ballots were counted, 

the final results are listed below:  

Former U.S. Congressman Pete Hoekstra:   52.06% 

Republican Cornerstone Schools Founder Clark Durant: 32.31% 

Gary Glenn:         9.36% 

Randy Hekman:        6.37% 

Hoekstra’s margin of victory in the August primary election was 19.85 points. 

 

We correctly projected that Hoekstra would win all of the geographical regions of 

Michigan and the political region clusters. We also projected within the margin of error 

Hoekstra’s margin of victory statewide and across most of the geographical and political 

region clusters of Michigan. 

 
 

 


